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Archival and epigraphic records, more 

than just a flood magnitude
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Flood information prior to instrumental 

records, consisting of:

Documentary sources

Epigraphic records

Images

Markers/objects

e.g. floodstones

Historical records



Why historical records

• Conventional river gauging records 
rarely consist of  river flow data 
exceeding 50 years

• Only a handful of  series extend >100 
years in length

• Historical records provide information 
concerning high magnitude floods –
events often not recorded within 
conventional gauged records

Flood marks on the Loire river 

at Puy-en-Velay.  M. Lang
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Sources of documentary records vary:

Academic publications e.g. British Rainfall

Estate records and diaries

Church/parish records

Local accounts/histories

Economic records

Military sources

City records

Newspapers

Documentary records



Explore how people have 

understood, been affected by and 

responded to extreme events.

Documentary records: Diaries





• Epigraphic markings indicating historic flood levels are relatively

common across much of Europe, covering several centuries in

many urban centres with major rivers.

• Can be found in unexpected places.

• Societal value of markings in helping maintain local knowledge of

past flood levels.

Epigraphic markings



• Normally located on structures near the river that can be

easily viewed during and after flood events

• As a result, most records are preserved on bridges (or on

their buttresses) and walls (defensive and domestic

structures)

• Epigraphic records represent a valuable tool in

understanding the nature and frequency of extreme flood

events

• Extreme floods became part of local folklore – with the

extent and impact recorded in popular songs and stories

Epigraphic markings



• A snapshot of events

• Can provide valuable 

information on water level, 

responses or impact

• Staged images common, 

or selective coverage

Images



Records exist in many forms from 

specifically constructed recording 

poles / structures

Can became powerful tools in the 

memories of the local populace

Focal points of mourning

Dolní-Be, CZ, River Elbe (Labe)Bohy Mill, CZ 

Flood Markers



• A number of issues are important in record persistence

• Degradation of materials / erosion

• Loss of historic materials during floods

• Destruction/renovation of buildings/structures

Record persistence



Why and where are records kept: 

• Often in historic towns and cities, but can be found in the 

countryside (rural); they are often sites that have a long history of 

residence, or importance as monastic, trade, or governmental 

centres, reflecting literate individuals

• Levels of significance – warning to the future or a lesson from the 

past?

• Personal interest

• Formal / informal recording

Recorder



Localised, sporadic, historic sites with learned 
individuals, record preservation potential & 
individual interests

Why recorded and by whom?

Records become more numerous nearing the present

Relatively good records for the largest flood events 
since 1500AD, with very good records since 
~1750AD

Spatial and temporal distribution



Application

Herget and Meurs, 2010

Roggenkamp and Herget, 2014

Historical records can be used to reconstruct flood 

magnitudes

Historical information can be embedded into flood 

risk assessments, using both descriptive and 

quantitative approaches

Quantitative estimates of historical events can be 

incorporated into probability analysis

Macdonald et al., 2014



Application

Kjeldsen TR et al. 2014, Documentary evidence of past floods in Europe and their utility in flood 

frequency estimation, Journal of Hydrology, 517:963-973 DOI:10.1016/j.jhydrol.2014.06.038



http://cbhe.hydrology.org.uk/

Databases

http://www.reperesdecrues-

seine.fr./carte.php

http://www.reperesdecrues-seine.fr./carte.php


Descriptive accounts provide an important local link with past experiences, not just 

the event, but the people who experienced it.

Epigraphic markings are frequently inscribed during or soon after the flood event, 

giving them potentially greater credibility than documentary accounts which may 

be embellished or provide a record of a distant memory. 

High magnitude floods have very broad social-economic impacts, which are 

reflected in the loss of human lives and extensive material damage, as such a 

better understanding of frequency and magnitude is key.

Significantly enhance local knowledge and understanding, reminding local groups 

of potential flood levels and impacts.

Conclusions



• A few good examples of guidelines and depositories for historical flood

data are present, as part of larger government hydrometric databases,

but also existing independently from official databases, and operated

mainly by volunteers and populated by citizen science efforts.

• The lack of practical guidelines and the fragmented access to historical

information is a practical barrier towards operational use of these data

sources to support current risk mapping efforts and decision-making

problems.

• The lack of a single recognised approach at a European level makes

comparison difficult, warranting greater communication and preferably

the development of recognised approaches to historical flood

information inclusion within flood frequency analysis.

Future challenges



Thank you


